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Session Objectives and Takeaways

Session Objectives

▪ Understand the challenges on the license management
▪ Get to know how to access the license and software usage information
▪ Learn how to navigate through the available data and functionalities within SAP for Me
▪ Identify available use case scenarios and map it with individual requirements

Key Takeaways

▪ Overview of the different areas for license consumption / software usage
▪ How to access & navigate through the SAP for Me Consumption data
▪ How to analyze the displayed data
Why it is so difficult to be license compliant?

What our Customer need:

- Easy License Monitoring
- (Fully) Automated Metering
- Measurable Pricing

Inadequate management tools at end user
Lack of understanding
Lack of management attention
Complexity of contracts and user rights
Lack of due diligence in mergers and acquisitions work
High cost of software
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SAP for Me Finance and Legal Dashboard, Consumption Area was created for all SAP customers to provide a comprehensive overview of license entitlement/subscribed products vs. consumption information.

The formerly know License Utilization Information Application has moved into SAP for Me from SAP One Support Launchpad.
Access and How to Navigate

Software usage information is available under the SAP for Me – Finance & Legal Dashboard – Consumption Tab.

In order to be able to access the usage data the following profiles must be assigned to the individual S Users by the company Super Admin:

- Access License Utilization for Cloud
- Access License Utilization for onPrem
Consumption Tab in SAP for Me – Public Cloud

The Public Cloud Consumption card hold the following information:

1. List of all available metric categories
2. Subscription trends
3. List of all orders with subscribed products and related MetricID
4. Consolidation Date of collection of the results
5. Documentation on MetricID metering

Results are published on a daily basis.
Consumption Tab in SAP for Me – onPremise

License Entitlement vs. Software usage data is shown automatically once system measurement results have been uploaded by the customer.

The on-Premise Consumption card hold the following information:

1. Results for Users, Engines, Engines Indicators, Self Declaration Products separated for better transparency
2. Measurement Trends
3. Access to historic results
4. Access to all measurement related resources (measurement plan, list with relevant notes)
5. Direct Upload of system measurement results
6. Documentation on MetricID measurement
System Measurement Preparation for on-Premise

The new tab **System Measurement** in the **Systems & Provisioning Dashboard** has been created to review all listed production and development systems and to mark if they are relevant for system measurement:

- Each productive and development system can be set to not relevant in case the system is not measurement ready yet.
System Measurement Preparation for on-Premise

- In case a system is not relevant for system measurement, the user can pick the appropriate reason from a predefined list.
- Systems can be set back to relevant at any point in time.
- History change is also available from the main card or system detailed page.
- All non-relevant systems (DEV / PROD) will still be visible under the respective section on the Measurement Plan document.
Thank you.
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